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ANSVAR CONTRACTS FOR NEW DIGITAL CORE INSURANCE PLATFORM
Leading specialists in risk management and insurance solutions in the Care, Community, Faith, Education
and Heritage sectors, Ansvar Insurance, has contracted with SSP for an “as a service” platform to run its
core business.
Ansvar is upgrading from SSP’s Insure/ 90 platform to SSP’s new cloud-based insurance platform, SSP
Digital Insurance.
SSP Digital Insurance is a browser-based platform, incorporating a suite of market-leading products, for
insurers to manage their clients, policies, billing and claims.
The different components within the SSP platform include product development, pricing, policy
administration, claims and advanced multi-channel user experience capabilities.
With pre-integrated components, the implementation time of the digital insurance platform is
significantly reduced compared with more traditional solutions. Ansvar is aiming for their initial
implementation to be complete by the end of 2019.
Building on the flexibility of the platform, the ANSVAR implementation will also include integration with
the popular Sunrise broker exchange.
Paul Miller, General Manager APAC at SSP said: “We are pleased Ansvar has selected SSP as its partner
to modernise its insurance offerings, upgrading from SSP’s i90 platform. Ansvar is SSP’s third Australian
customer to select our digital insurance platform in the past 12 months. Insurers are increasingly looking
for more agility and digital capabilities in their products, so they can respond rapidly to changing market
conditions. SSP’s digital platform can be easily configured, which reduces the time and effort required to
release new products and pricing changes.”
Warren Hutcheon, CEO of Ansvar said: “SSP Digital Insurance is a world class offering and fits well with
our business. The digital capabilities of the platform will make it easier to do business with Ansvar,
especially for Brokers. Key to our selection of SSP, was the strength of their local team and the alignment
and understanding of our business.”
The SSP Digital Insurance platform is implemented, hosted and managed by SSP, a model that drives a low
upfront investment, along with flexible and low cost of ownership.
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About SSP
SSP is a global provider of technology systems and solutions across the entire insurance industry, using
our expertise to enable our customers to transform their business and increase their profitability. SSP
provides core insurance platforms, distributions and trading capability. With over 30 years’ experience,
our knowledge, talent and technology capabilities deliver innovative results that makes us the partner of
choice for our customers.
www.ssp-worldwide.com
About Ansvar
Ansvar Insurance was launched in Australia in 1961 by the Swedish company Ansvar Mutual. Originally
providing insurance for total abstainers in the motor and home insurance market, Ansvar has evolved to
the company we are today; leading specialists in risk management and insurance solutions in the Care,
Community, Faith, Education and Heritage sectors. We are an ethical insurer committed to our community
with all available profits going to charitable causes.
In 1998, the British company, Ecclesiastical Insurance Group purchased Ansvar Mutual and became the
parent of Ansvar Insurance in Australia. Established in 1887, Ecclesiastical has extensive experience as a
specialist insurance and financial services provider. Ecclesiastical Insurance Group is owned by the charity
Allchurches Trust and all available profits are distributed for the benefit of the community.
www.ansvar.com.au
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